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COURSE OVERVIEW 
 
In this course (taught in one block term) students develop analytical skills as readers and writers working in 
the genre of the essay. Each student forms his or her own sense of style and purpose as an essayist, while 
simultaneously studying the work and style of major essayists who have contributed significantly to the 
development of the essay as a literary genre. Work in writing essays is based on an understanding of the 
origins of the modern essay form and its evolution toward a way to understand what each of us seeks to 
accomplish as writers of the essay.   This course is conducted by workshop method (writing), lecture, and 
discussion (literature). Requirements include developing an awareness of how other writers express 
themselves as well as working on the development of students’ own prose. In short, most classes will consist 
of essay content and style analysis, writing workshops, discussions, and a few lectures.   This is a writing-
intensive, college-level course. It is anticipated that students’ commitment to this type of class will be 
evident in their work ethic.  In this course students: 
 

 read extensively and master a wide range of works of non-fiction.  
 
 understand and responsibly employ rhetorical strategies in any communication, recognizing 

the rhetorical modes, structure, and strategies used by writers to accomplish their purpose 
and reach their audience.  

 
 become better informed citizens, capable of framing and effectively writing cogent 

arguments that analyze, synthesize, and evaluate  various viewpoints on a wide variety of 
contemporary social, economic, and political issues.  

 
 improve meta-cognitive thinking skills so as to respond to reading through thoughtful 

inquiry, articulate discussion, better test performance, and incisive writing.  
 
 improve their research skills, particularly their ability to evaluate primary and secondary 

sources, properly attributing their sources in accordance with MLA guidelines. 
 
 analyze graphics and visual images, recognizing the significance of such "texts" in 

contemporary society.  
 
 write insightfully, intelligently, and critically in a variety of forms (e.g., journals, formal multi-

draft compositions, and in-class timed essays), with an emphasis on expository, analytical 
and argumentative writing. 

 
 develop a stronger and more confident voice in their oral and written communication, a 

voice which reflects an enriched vocabulary and an excellent command of diction and 
syntax. 

READING 
 
The chief organizational principle for readings is rhetorical mode, with a movement from narration to 
exposition to argumentation.  With all readings the emphasis of our study is the author’s stylistic techniques 
and/or rhetorical strategies.   Students sharpen their skills in discerning purpose, main idea(s), tone, and 
pattern of development, as well as develop their ability to analyze how word choice, selection of detail, and 
syntactic choices help writers achieve their purposes.  We strive to develop a mature, critical, “mind at 
work” approach to reading, in which students wrestle with a text rather than merely absorbing it.  Most 



readings come from our assigned anthology, The Essay Connection.  Others (those noted with a *) come from 
other collections of essays or from contemporary media.   Readings include (but are not limited to) 
 

Narration: 
George Orwell:  “Shooting an Elephant” 
Richard Rodriquez: “Workers”  *   
Santha Rama Rau:  “By Any Other Name”  *    
Michael Griffith:  “Home Truths”  *   
Russell Baker:  “A Memory of Rope”  *   
E.B. White:  “Once More to the Lake”  
Art Spiegelman:  “Mein Kampf”  (visual text)  
 
Exposition: 
Ray and Tom Magliozzi:  “Inside the Engine”   
Chang-Rae Lee:   “Coming Home Again”   
Atul Gawande:  “The Cancer Cluster Myth”   
Jonathan Kozol:   “The Human Cost of an Illiterate Society”   
Sarah Vowell:  “Cowboys v. Mounties” *   
Sherry Turkle:  “How Computers Change the Way We Think”   
Lynda Barry:  “Common Scents”  (visual text) 
Natalie Angier:  “Why Men Don’t Last” 
Samuel Johnson:  “The Solitude of the Country” *   
Joseph Addison:  “In Westminster Abbey”   *   
Scott Russell Sanders:  “Under the Influence” 
 
Argumentation: 
Christina Nehring:  “Books Make You a Boring Person” *   
Jonathan Swift:  “A Modest Proposal”   
E. Eisenberg:  “Dialogue Boxes You Should Have Read More Carefully” (visual) 
Martin Luther King, Jr.:  “Letter from Birmingham Jail” 
Abraham Lincoln:  “The Gettysburg Address” 
Anna Quindlen:   “Uncle Sam and Aunt Samantha” 
Charles M. Young:  “Losing:  An American Tradition”   
Benjamin Franklin:  “The Speech of Miss Polly Baker” *   
Joan Acocella:  “Under the Spell” *   
Michael Kinsley:  “The Intellectual Free Lunch” *   
William Wilberforce:  “Abolition Speech” *   
 

For each reading, students complete brief composition assignments that emphasize critical thinking.  A 
typical question (for “The Cancer Cluster Myth”):  “What is the Texas Sharpshooter fallacy?  Explain why it 
is or is not an effective analogy for the problem Gawande describes.”   Students also participate in wide-
ranging class discussions on each reading.   In these discussions students debate the content of the essays 
(Should women be eligible for the military draft?) as well as analyze the essayist’s methods (Why does 
Quindlen reference Afghanistan in her essay?).   Some essays also serve as models for multi-draft 
compositions – Vowell’s “Cowboys’ v. Mounties,” for example, exhibits for students the features of a 
strong comparison/contrast essay.    
 
As they discuss literature students learn and practice using appropriate terminology for describing tone, 
language, and syntax.  They also learn common logical errors – the post-hoc fallacy, circular reasoning, the 
either-or fallacy, the strawman, to name a few – and strive to detect them in the writing of others and avoid 
using them in their own writing.   
 



In small groups students select an essay to teach to the entire class.   Popular selections include “Shop Like a 
Man” (Paco Underhill), “On Dumpster Diving” (Lars Eighner) and “Make That a Double”  (David Sedaris).   
The groups are responsible for: 
 

- closely reading the essay and preparing a page of preparatory notes on the author’s strategies 
- composing journal topics and discussion questions for the essay 
- preparing a creative, electroinic audio-visual presentation that connects thematically to the essay 
- leading a class discussion of the essay 

 
In addition to readings from textbooks, students select a well-regarded contemporary newspaper columnist 
to study, such as George Will, Paul Krugman, Clarence Page, or Peggy Noonan (among others).  Students 
critically read and annotate five columns by the columnist.  They also find an alternate view of the topic of 
one of the columns and then write an analysis of the rhetorical effectiveness of that column.   They are also 
expected to attempt to employ some aspect of their columnist’s style in a later essay of their own.    
 

COMPOSITIONS 
 
Multi-draft compositions include (but are not limited to) a personal narrative, a comparison / contrast 
essay, and a research based argument essay.   For each of these assignments, students go through an 
extensive writing process, including guidance in selection of topics, intensive study of models (both 
professional and student-written), group and paired review of sharing drafts, and individual conferences 
with the instructor as needed.  Throughout the process we emphasize effective word choice, logical 
organization, and establishment of tone and voice.  In addition, as we go through the composition process 
students receive instruction in techniques for improving style, including precise word choice, incorporation 
of original figurative language, variation of sentence structures, and limitation of passive voice.   The essays 
are evaluated with the use of a modified English 1101 rubric.    Students receive extensive written feedback 
on these compositions.   
 
For the research based argument essay students learn techniques for critically analyzing potential sources 
and integrating information gathered from research into an essay based on their own thinking.  In addition, 
they learn to use the conventions of MLA citation.   
 
Students complete several (10-12) in class timed essays.   These essays require students to analyze the 
rhetorical strategies in a text, formulate and support an argument, or synthesize information from various 
sources into an argument.   Student receive intensive instruction on approaches to these essays, including 
guided practice in pre-writing, analysis of model essays, and feedback on completed compositions.  These 
essays are evaluated using the College Board 9-point holistic scale.   
 
Students also keep informal journals.   The journals are  kept in a bound notebook and brought to every 
class meeting.    The journal should include a balance of reading response entries and creative entries.  After 
students read and carefully contemplate an assigned class reading, they reflect on it in their journals.  For 
example, students might comment on the effectiveness of a particular technique the author chose to employ 
or elaborate on their thoughts about an intellectual issue raised in the essay.  The creative journal entries can 
be about topics of the student’s own choosing.   This should be a place for experimentation and 
exploration.   For example, students might write descriptively about their favorite possession that cost under 
$10, or write about an experience they had with a dress code.  The creative side of the journal should not be 
composed of mere “what I did today” diary entries.   The purpose of the journal is less to record 
experiences than it is to develop fluency and voice.   
As a culminating assignment for the year, students complete a junior portfolio, a varied selection of brief 
reflective writings and even a little self-made visual art, all of it meant to serve as a stepping stone into AP 
Literature.   Some of the writings are meta-cognitive in nature, asking students to reflect critically on their 
tendencies as writers and readers.   



 

OTHER NOTES 
 
Core Textbooks 
The Essay Connection – Bloom (Houghton-Mifflin  –  8th Edition)  
The Harbrace Handbook– Glenn, Miller, Webb  (Thomson-Wadsworth  -  15th edition) 
  
Supplies 

- Three-ring notebook with tab dividers - Black and White Composition Book 
- White loose-leaf paper - Pens (blue or black) 
-  Pencils - Highlighters 
-  Dictionary and thesaurus for at-home use 
  

Grading Policy 
Students  have a syllabus for each three to four-week period of the semester. It is expected that students will 
complete the readings, assignments, and essays at their pace while adhering strictly to the listed due dates.  
Grading attempts to match college standards whenever possible.  Because of the more rigorous standard, 
ten points are awarded to each student’s final course grade at the end of the term. Grades are based on the 
following: 
 

40% = Major Grades (Tests, Special Projects/Presentations, Compositions) 
30% = Daily Assignments (Quizzes, Classwork, Homework, Writing Drafts) 
10% = Writing Journal 
20% = Final Exam 

Grading Scale: 
A= 90-100  D= 70-73 
B= 80- 89  F= below 70 
C= 74-79 

 
Plagiarism Policy 
 
Cheating by students is inexcusable conduct at Peachtree RidgeHigh School. Cheating includes plagiarism, 
which is the use of another’s words or interpretations without giving credit. Proper documentation style, 
using the guidelines of the Modern Language Association’s Style Guide (MLA), will be covered thoroughly 
in class; therefore, students will know how to avoid this grave offense. After instruction, instances of 
plagiarism will be considered cheating and will be met with a zero on the assignment and an administrative 
referral.  Also, ALL ASSIGNMENTS should be a reflection of the student’s work, his/her own research, 
writing style, and capabilities. If a student has any question or concern about an issue of plagiarism, he/she 
should see the teacher PRIOR to the assignment’s due date. 


